**BEST INVENTION SINCE THE SHIRT POCKET**

**FARMER JIM.**

(2002 Dodge RAM, Standard Cab)

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**

- High-performance color optics
- Waterproof (IP69K)
- Viewing angle: 155°
- IR low-light assist (Nine LEDs)
- Selectable Normal/Mirror orientation
- Microphone
- Aluminum housing
- Corrosion Resistant (ASTM B117)
- Available in white (VCMS155) or black (VCMS155B)

15-7058 VCMS155 White
15-7059 VCMS155B Black

---

**E X P A N D your vision™**

---

**BACK-UP SENSOR KIT**

Helps prevent accidents by alerting you when you're too close to objects or structures behind you. Ultra sonic back-up guidance system detects objects from 1’ to 6½’. Compact audio visual display shows the exact distance while you are also alerted by an audible sound signal. Easy wireless installation from back to front without drilling.

24-0077 20195VA-CL-EN Back-up Sensor Kit